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1Chanter I
AN HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE CO-
OPERATIVE PLAN
INTRO-
DUCTION :
In the United States the first
quarter of the twentieth century saw many
advances in the field of education. Impel-
led to an awareness of new needs by the
increasing numbers of students who demanded
educational opportunities, institutions of
learning every where were under the very prac-
tical necessity of devising programs and
technioues that would enable them more ade-
quately to cope with modern conditions. It
was not merely a problem of expanding existing
curricula to wider limits for it became evident
that the traditional offerings were unsuitable
for large groups of young people who were,
nevertheless, soundly equipped to profit by
further study. Therefore, a diversification
of educational opportunities on the secondary
level was attempted in an effort to accommodate
:
2more effectively the greatly enlarged student
bodies of our high schools. So successful
was this departure from practices then current
in the secondary field, that institutions of
higher learning began to investigate the
possibilities of offering urograms more diver-
sified in character and better calculated to
serve the greatly augmented enrollments in
colleges and universities.
The sociologist, Walter Robinson
Smith, writing in 1928 of this trend, comments
upon it as follows:
l"The essential feature in adapting
higher education to democratic needs is
differentiation. As rapidly as we learn to
discover all types of ability, indeed as part
of the -process of discovering special abilities,
the educational program must be varied to meet
individual and group requirements. Already the
former unified high school curriculum has been
split up into a series of courses which permits
reasonable specialization. But as the student
advances more intense specialization is
essential; hence the worship of a four year
college course, with its requisite coddling of
students, must give way to rather revolutionary
.:
3GENESIS OF
THE
CO-OPERATIVE
PLAN
differentiations. . . . Individual differences
guarantee that all cannot and will not take
the same amount of training, but before we
can grow up to the full stature of educational
democracy our curricula must be so varied, from
the primary schools to the university graduate
and higher vocational schools, that every
youth will have access to the full amount and
to the kind of intellectual nutriment that he
can assimilate."
Among the schemes born in this
period of intense educational activity was
the so-called co-operative plan. The system
was originated by Dean Herman Schneider who,
in 1906, founded the pioneer co-operative
school in the United States at the University
of Cincinnati. As it was conceived by Dean
Schneider, the co-operative idea represented a
distinctly new educational technique, not-
withstanding the fact that previous schemes,
notably the "sandwich" plan, had provided for
a division of students’ time between scholastic
training and industrial experience. However,
the "sandwich" plan seems to be primarily an
economic expedient designed to:
..
.
-
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4DISTINCTIVE
CHARACTERISTICS
2"enable indentured apprentices to
attend college half of the year, something
quite unlike the co-ooerat ive nlan by which
the college provides its students with col-
lateral exoerience .
"
Practiced more or less extensively in
Scotland during the last quarter of the nine-
teenth century, the "sandwich" system was
later adopted by several substantial British
institutions where it is still in use.
The co-operative olan, on the other
hand, embodies a sequential arrangement of
periods of formal education and of industrial
experience, carefully co-ordinated, and cor-
related one with the other. The administrative
mechanism whereby students are paired in order
that one may be at work while the other is at
college is not of primary importance insofar
as the philosophy of co-onerative education is
concerned. For this reason it is worthwhile
to distinguish between schemes that are truly
co-ooerative and those that belong more
pronerly in other classifications. In addition
to the "sandwich" olan already mentioned, various
..
.
5apprentice systems, manual training1 schools,
continuation programs, adult education
projects, and kindred educational ventures
are sometimes confused with co-operative
education because of the fact that they are
in some way related to commerce or industry.
As Professor Park has very ably pointed out:
3"in fairness to other methods and
philosophies of education as well as to the
co-operative system, the several methods
should be sharply differentiated. In the
study of a system, not isolated features, but
a collection of attributes, and the object
and method of their combination, should be
considered.... Each (system) should be judged
according to its own theory, standards,
methods, and results; and its place in the
general scheme of education should be deter-
mined accordingly.”
There are two outstanding features
of the co-operative olan that distinguish it
from what may be called part-time or inter-
mittent education. In the first place, as the
name implies, the co-operative plan requires a
reciprocal relationship between the educational
institution and the business organizations with
:
6which it is associated. This does not
necessarily assume a written or formal
agreement of a fixed, inflexible nature;
it does necessitate a mutual understanding;
of the purposes of co-operative employment
and of the methods to be used in accomplishing
certain definite objectives.
Secondly, the co-operative plan
involves various media for the co-ordination
of the theoretical work which the student
gets in school with the actual practice which
he acquires on his working assignments.
Among these integrating agencies are classes
in co-ordination, co-operative work reports,
supervisory visits, personal counselling and
other things, all of which will be discussed
in detail in a later chapter.
GROWTH OF THE Now it would be misleading to give
CO-OPERATIVE
IDEA the impression that the co-operative idea,
once initiated, grew and flourished of its
own inherent vigor. Dean Schneider not only
conceived the scheme but also nurtured it
through its early vicissitudes in the experi-
mental period. Critics of the plan were
numerous; many there were who raised their
..
7voices to say that the scheme would not and
could not work. Nevertheless the co-ooerative
enrollment grew, industrialists became
interested in the idea, and the plan began to
gain in favor among educators. Such was the
success of the Cincinnati clan that other
institutions adopted the co-ooerative prin-
ciple. The yea.r 1909 saw the establishment
of the co-operative plan at Northeastern
University in Boston, and 1910 marked a
similar experiment at the University of
Pittsburgh. The University of Georgia followed
in 1912, Akron University in 1914, and the
University of Detroit in 1915. Since 1919 the
number of institutions wholly or partly com-
mitted to the co-operative principle has
rapidly increased. There are at the present
time some thirty colleges and universities
in various sections of the United States of-
fering co-operative courses. Among these,
engineering curricula predominate, probably
because of the relative ease with which engine-
ering practice can be co-ordinated with
technical courses. Nevertheless, the co-
operative principle has been applied effectively
to other fields of higher education.
.;
.
*
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8LIBERAL Antioch College at Yellow Surings,
ARTS:
Ohio, under the leadership of Dr. Arthur E.
Morgan, in 1921 re-organized its urogram and
adopted a modification of the co-operative
plan. In the ten years that have since
intervened the college has demonstrated the
practicability of a liberal arts curriculum
opera.ted on the co-ouerative basis. The
1930-1931 catalogue of Antioch College carries
the following statement of uuruose:
4 "The Extramural School, which has
been developed from the Deuartment of
Personnel Administration, conducts off-campus
educational activities under the 'co-ouerative
olan' . The co-operative ulan provides that
students shall alternate periods of classroom
study with periods of work. Since the Engine-
ering School of the University of Cincinnati
began to operate on the co-ouerative plan in
1906, many institutions have adopted that
method in schools of engineering and commerce.
Antioch differs from nearly all of these in
treating the part-time work primarily as part
of a liberal education, rather than as an
.••
.
'
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BUSINESS:
MEDICINE:
THEOLOGY
:
f
apprenticeship in a calling. and also In making
it apply to any field in which a student may
wish to prepare. 11
A number of institutions, including
Cincinnati, Northea.stern
,
and New York Univer-
sity, ha.ve adapted the co-operative idea to
curricula in business administration and
commerce
.
The College of Medical Evangelists,
Loma Linda, California, inaugurated a co-
operative curriculum in medicine in the fall
of 1924, which has proved very successful.
5"The students' practical medical
work is done in numerous hospitals, sanitariums,
laboratories, and physicians' offices in Los
Angeles and Southern California.... The tyoes
of work which the medical students do are
such as pertain to the care and examination of
patients - such work as is usually done by
nurses, orderlies, laboratory technicians,
internes, or even physicians .
"
Even the field of theology has its
co-operative school. The Lane Theological
Seminary® of Cincinnati operates a program of
co-operative training for young men who are
preparing for the ministry. Practical exper-
ience arranged for the prospective theologues
..
.
.
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includes industrial and commercial contacts
as v/ell as later opoortunities for -icouiring
an understanding of professional duties.
Apparently the scheme has been welcomed by
the students and has been advantageous to them.
But further elaboration upon the
diversities of co-operative education is
unnecessary. Enough has been said at least
to indicate the fact that the co-operative
principle is both flexible and sound. Since
its inception, twenty-five years ago, the
plan has ramified into many educational fields,
grown in scope and in usefulness, and won sub-
stantial recognition as a valuable educational
technique. A quantitative measure of the
growth of co-operative enrollments in engineering
schools is given by Dean F. E. Ayer in the
Journal of Engineering Education for November,
1930, as follows:
“The total enrollment of co-operative
engineering students in 1985 was 5550 students
enrolled in sixteen schools. In 1930 we find
nineteen engineering schools using the co-opera-
tive method with a total enrollment of 9550, or
an increase of 70.8 per cent in students and
18.6 per cent in number of schools. The 5550
.-
.
.
. .
.
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p
FLEXIBILITY
OF
CO-OPERATIVE
education:
co-operative engineering students in 1925 was
10 per cent of the total number of engineering
students enrolled in this country. In 1930,
the 9550 co-operative students are 13.5 tier
cent of the total number of engineering students
enrolled or an increase of 3.5 per cent."
Coincident with the substantial
increase in the number of institutions offering
co-operative courses and with the corresponding
growth in such enrollments, distinct variations
have developed within the co-operative plan it-
self. These differences, not merely matters of
administrative detail, involve basic aims and
.purposes so that every co-operative institution
is under the necessity of defining its own
methods and ends.
7 "There is no standard co-operative
plan of education. A co-operative program takes
on the ideals, purposes, and standards of the
school and companies co-operating," writes
Professor Timbie.
This is generally considered to be a
strength of the co-operative plan, enabling it
to fill effectively the varied needs of dif-
ferent communities. It has been well argued
..
.
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8” that every school must be indigenous
to the source from which it comes. Transplanta-
1 tion of educational institutions or methods is
seldom successfully made v/ithout extensive
modifications of the original clan. The sound
procedure in educational reform is to allow
native institutions and practices to evolve by
giving support to enlightened minorities
already informed about local needs, eager for
action and aware of progressive tendencies in
other -places . n
THE
CO-OPERATIVE
PLAN AT
NORTHEASTERN:
Those co-ooerative plans that have
been most successful have been developed in
accord with this thesis; those that have failed^1
have disregarded it. The co-operative plan at
Northeastern University is the realization of
an ideal carefully worked out and persistently
followed for over twenty years. Its primary
purpose is to enable students of engineering
and business administration to experience the
realities of professional practice at the same
time that they are studying the theoretical
principles involved. The policies of North-
eastern University have been built around this
basic aim and have resulted in a highly successful
educational plan, distinctively organized,
-.
.
.
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effectively administered and particularly
fitted to its New England environment.
For New England is predominantly an
industrial center^ with manufacturing the
keystone of its commercial structure. There
is, therefore, a basic need for vocational
education of a broad, substantial type that
will enable the youth of New England to
cope successfully with the nroblems of
industry. It was to assist in meeting this
need that the School of Engineering was
established in the Fall of 1909 with an
enrollment of eight students, a faculty of
four part-time instructors, and four co-
operating agencies: The Boston and Albany
Railroad, the Boston and Maine Railroad, the
Boston Elevated Railway, and the Boston
Consolidated Gas Company. Four of the
students attended classes in the old Boylston
Street Building of the Y.M.C.A. while their
alternates were at work. At the end of each
week the two groups exchanged places and the
class work was repeated for those students
who had been at engineering practice.
During this first year of co-operative
endeavor, the Y.M.C.A. Building burned to the
ground necessitating the establishment of
.....
.
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temporary housing for the new school at the
Boston Young Men’s Christian Union. Never-
theless, such were the vigor and persistence
of the co-operative students and so ably did
they demonstrate their capacity for sustained,
productive effort that employers not only
advocated a continuance of the plan, but also
exoressed a willingness to expand their co-
operation. As a result by the Fall of 1910
the student body had grown to thirty-eight,
the faculty had been suitably enlarged, and
a number of new co-ooerating companies had
been added to the original four.
The period from 1910 to 1913 was one
of experimental development during which the
new school, although handicapned by limitations
of housing and equipment
,
proved its ability to
fill a previously existing gao in the educational
structure of the community. It became evident
that the Northeastern Co-operative Plan could
serve effectively an increasing number of
young men of good mental ability but of limited
means who might otherwise have been unable to
obtain an engineering education.
By the Soring of 1913 when the first

15
class graduated (comprising four of the
original eight students) four year curricula
had been established in Civil, Mechanical,
Electrical, and Chemical Engineering. At
this time the School established itself
in what is now part of its home, the Huntington
Avenue Y.H.C.A., and for the first time
enjoyed the stimulus of satisfactory classroom
facilities and adequate laboratory equipment.
Enrollment in co-operative courses had grown to
110 men, yet the school administration found it
difficult to fill the constantly increasing
reeuests from employers for co-ooerat i ve
students, so successfully had the early classes
acquitted themselves. It is also worth noting
that the period of alternation was lengthened
from one week to two weeks, a modification of the
original plan that reacted to the advantage of
all concerned. During the next few years the
School continued to show progress; its curricula
w^ere refined; its faculty was augmented by full-
time instructors; and the administrative mechanisms
of the co-operative plan were carefully worked out
on the basis of experience. The war years (1917-
1920) naturally saw a decrease in enrollment since
.....
many young men were drawn for military
service. In fact the facilities of Northeastern
were placed at the disposal of the government
during the great struggle.
An iirroortant milestone in the
history of the School of Engineering was
reached in March 1920 when the Massachusetts
Legislature authorized the granting of
appropriate engineering degrees. The increase
in enrollment subsequent to the close of the
World War made it necessary for the School to
take additional quarters in the Gainsborough
Building, adjacent to the Y.M.C.A., where an
entire floor was rebuilt to orovide classrooms,
laboratories, and offices.
In September 1922 the School of
Business Administration was established to offer
four year day programs in Accounting, Finance,
and Business Management, leading to the B.B.A.
degree. Five years later this School was also
placed upon the co-operative clan under the same
administrative organization as that of the
School of Engineering, the two schools forming
the Day Division of the University and being
operated as a single unit. This arrangement
promoted the growth and the efficiency of both
.....
.
. . .
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schools and enabled a joint program of
athletics and student activities.
Beginning in September 1929 the
Schools of Engineering. and Business Adminis-
tration abolished their four year curricula
and inaugurated in their stead five year
programs of study leading to the Bachelor of
Science degree with snecif icat ion. The
purpose of thus lengthening the courses of
study was two-fold: First, to permit the
inclusion of additional cultural material
and second, to eliminate the undesirable
concentration of technical courses that was
necessitated on the four year programs.
The present year, then, finds the
Day Division comfortably housed in the
Huntington Avenue Branch of the Y.M.C.A., a
Laboratory Building, and an adjacent oronerty,
known as the Huntington Building; with a
substantial faculty of seventy-two men, with
laboratory, classroom, and athletic equipment
valued at nearly $300,000; with a large,
enthusiastic, and capable student body, a major
portion of whom come from the New England
States; and with over 300 co-operating companies
representing nearly all types of engineering and
..
:
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business enterprise.
An impartial estimate of the present
status of the Day Division of Northeastern
University was recently completed by Dr. Fred
C. Smith of the Graduate School of Education
of Harvard University who made an educational
survey of the Schools of Engineering and
Business Administration in 1929. The following
excerpt from his report of this investigation
indicates the standing of the Day Division
twenty years after its establishment. It
brings to an appropriate close this introductory
chapter dealing with the origin and development
of the co-operative plan and with the growth of
co-operative education at Northeastern University
in particular:
SUMMARY
"This survey of the Day Division of Northeastern
University has revealed the following salient
facts:
1. "Although the housing facilities
of this institution are less than those of many
colleges of equal student body, they seem to be
adequate. This is made possible by scientific
management of space and personnel, which results
..
.
:
in a very high 'percent of occupancy' . The
equipment of the school is adeouate, up-to-date,
and used in an economic and intelligent manner.
It is superior to many of the mid-west engineering
schools, and compares favorably with the better
schools.
"The school does not depend entirely
upon student tuition, having an income from
other sources eoual to an endowment of over a
million dollars.
2. "The professional and general
preparation of the faculty and administrative
officers of this school ranks high when compared
with other engineering schools. Their pro-
fessional spirit is commendable and the efficacy
of the teaching process is beyond question. The
turnover in personnel is lower than might be
expected. This contributes to stability and
continuity so desirable in education.
3. "The student body has been selected
with care as only high standing secondary school
pupils are admitted. A large percent of these
students must earn part or all of their college
expenses and this situation is much relieved by
the scheme of co-operative education. One is
impressed with the seriousness of the student
group. They certainly are substantial citizens
-'
.
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.
in the making. This school is primarily a
Massachusetts institution, seventy-five percent
of the students being residents of this State.
4. "The curriculums of this school
compare favorably with those of the better
American engineering schools. The degree of
difficulty of course content is sufficiently
high to produce a high grade, intelligent,
finished product. The courses are broad in
scope, thus assuring well-grounded social and
civic attitudes, as well as professional
.spirit. The minimum length of course for
recognized college standing is one hundred
twenty semester hours soread over a period of
from three to four years. Northeastern, under
the clan now in effect, is requiring a minimum
of one hundred twenty-five semester hours of
academic work (exclusive of the co-operative
feature) extending over a period of five years.
..
I
-
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PREFACE
The authors realize that this
introductory chanter may appear unduly
prolix in vievr of the avowed purpose of
this theses: to study the eruidance aspects
of co-operative education. Yet it seemed
essential to an adequate understanding of
the main body of the thesis that this
preliminary treatment of the background of
co-ooera.tive education be included. After
this somewhat extended prefatory comment
on the philosophy of the co-operative plan
and its development at Northeastern University
we come next to a consideration of guidancre
problems of the freshman year.

23
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»
PROBLEMS OF THE FRESHMAN YEAR
THE NEED
FOR
GUIDANCE
RECENT STUDY
CONDUCTED BY
THE S.P.E.E.
That the need for guidance in no
wise diminishes with the transition from
school to college is clearly evidenced by
the strikingly large percentages of students
eliminated during their freshman year by our
institutions of higher learning. Whether these
freshman mortalities are attributable to in-
adequate preparation and guidance on the
secondary level, or to faulty admission and
orientation on the part of the colleges, or to
both causes, is an open question. But the
plain, unescapable facts cited by investigators
of the situation leave no room for argument as
to the size and scope of the freshman's oroblems.
Since the co-onerat ive plan at
"Northeastern is adapted to engineering and
business administration curricula it is anpro-
..
'
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priate to examine the results of a recent
study-^* of admissions and eliminations of
%j) engineering students conducted by the
Society for the Promotion of Engineering
Education. The following salient facts
relative to the admission of students to
engineering colleges were established by
the S.P.JS.E. Committee.
1. The catalogue requirements
for admission to engineering colleges in
the United States and Canada are, in
general, uniform and sufficiently high.
2. Nearly 20^ of 8,728 students
admitted to 52 representative institutions
in the fall of 1924 were allowed to enter
with conditions, or in other words, without
meeting the full admission requirements.
Under these conditions the
actual standards of admission are obviously
only 80$> effective. Accordingly the facts
seem to indicate that it is not true "that
nearly every student now entering our
^
engineering colleges is endowed with enough
native ability and vocational aptitude to
.....
.
-
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complete the first two years of college work
with success." But granting the likelihood
of there being a certain number of registrants
who lack the ability to handle their scholastic
work satisfactorily; yet the ouantity of
eliminations in our engineering colleges is
far too large to be attributable to this
cause alone. A consideration of the following
statistics developed by the S.P.E.E. study
mentioned above cannot but serve as impressive
evidence that something is radically wrong
in the process of transition from school to
college. The data represent the average
eliminations over a oeriod of four years for
5338 students in 25 institutions. "Only those
students who entered regularly, pursued regular
courses of study, and graduated with their
classes are included."
*.
....
.
HH
26
Year Number Percent
Began Freshman Year 5338 100.0
Began Sophomore Year 3234 60 .
6
Began Junior Year 2247 42.1
Began Senior Year 1804 33.8
Graduated with their class 1500 28.1
TABLE I
Showing average survival of engineering students :
.i n. .25, c.alleges t 1
A graphical representation of this
situation shows, even more clearly than the
foregoing table, the astounding percentages
of eliminations from engineering curricula.
D
.‘
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These figures reveal an extremely
unwholesome situation among engineering
schools in general in which on the average:
(1) Forty oercent of the students admitted are
eliminated as freshmen.
(2) Over seventy percent of the students
admitted fail to graduate with their classes.
(3) Less than forty percent of those entering
can hope to graduate at all.
The S.P.E.E. Survey Committee analyzed
the eliminations in twenty-three institutions
with the following results:
53.8$ of the students were eliminated
for scholastic failure.
15. 1^ of the students voluntarily
changed their courses.
9.1$ of the students withdrew for
financial reasons.
5.5$ of the students withdrew because
of poor health.
2.7^3 of the students were dismissed
for conduct.
1.5$ of the students withdrew for
family reasons.
2.7$ of the students withdrew for
other reasons.
..
....
.
9.6^5 of the students withdrew for
unknown reasons.
It is significant to note that over
half of the withdrawals were caused by de-
ficient scholarshio . And this percentage is
difficult to justify educationally in the
light of the standards and selective processes
of the institutions studied. Something must
be wrong with subject matter content,
teaching processes, or administrative procedures,
when the mortality among engineering student
bodies is as large as this. In discussing its
findings on eliminations the S.P.E.E. Committee
said in part: "The elimination rate is high
and steadily growing higher We repeat that
it cannot be true, in the main, that students
fail and drop out of college because of lack
of inherent natural ability."
The causes of scholastic failure
were found to be several in number, varying
in their imnortance as shown in the accompanying
diagram:
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Obviously this analysis is not
clear cut since several factors may con-
tribute to the failure of any single
student. There is considerable overlapping
and the graph serves only to give a rough
idea of the relative importance of various
causes. It should be noted that poor
preparation accounts for only 15.6$ of the
scholastic failures. The cause of the
majority of scholastic deficiencies is
given as lack of ability and interest. This
is really no single cause and would bear a
keener and more detailed investigation.
Among the observations recorded
at the conclusion of the S.P.E.E. Survey
the following statement is of particular
importance from a guidance viewpoint
:
"Means must be found better to
acouaint the prospective engineering
student with what engineering really is, its
scope, and the preparation essential to
college success in this field.
"The matter of vocational information
just alluded to demands more attention than
has hitherto been given it by engineering
..
.
.
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educators. In suite of the fact that most
students have chosen engineering with serious
purpose and high motives, the investigations,
conducted by this Society and by several
institutions independently prove conclusively
that a large proportion of our student body
has been admitted to and eliminated from
engineering colleges without gaining any
simple and usable concept of what engineering
is. A great deal of the work of a modern
engineer is done in the cloister of a drafting
room or office and cannot be observed and
understood as readily as the work of doctors,
musicians, or other professional men.
Furthermore, engineering has become highly
differentiated and specialized. Only those
can meet the challenge of the profession
who are willing to undertake the rigorous
training it reauires after they have been
corredtly informed of its opportunities and
rewards. Failures in college will be
diminished materially when these conditions
are fulfilled.
"
With this background of the
conditions existing among engineering colleges
..
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in general it is now aporopriate to examine
the situation at northeastern in oarticular.
First of all it is interesting to note
the percentages of engineering freshmen who
returned as sophomores over a ten year oeriod.
This is shown in detail in Table II below:
Year Number Returning as Soohomores
Entering Number Percent
1920-21 329 215 65.3
1921-22 408 260 63.7
1922-23 410 271 66.7
1923-24 420 276 65.7
1924-25 451 295 65.4
1925-26 519 367 70.7
1926-2? 489 370 75.6
1927-28 602 441 73.2
1928-29 644 432 67.1
1929-30 623 479 76.9
Total 4895 3406 Average69 .0
TABLE II
Retention of Students at Northeastern Univer
sity
School of Engineering

Here again is evidence that something is amiss
with educational methods when such a sizeable
number of the freshman class is eliminated
before the beginning of the sophomore year.
Although the losses at Northeastern are some-
what less than those in the grouo of engine-
ering schools investigated -by the S.P.E.E.,
taken as a wnole, yet there is ample reason
to ponder why an average of 31 of a
selected group of students should be
eliminated annually before they have completed
the first ouarter of their college training.
In 1927-1328 Dean Carl S. Ell
undertook a thorough study of the class that
entered the School of Engineering of North-
eastern University in the fall of 1927. This
class originally comprised 602 freshmen of
whom 72 or 11.9$> withdrew during the school
year. Another 89 or 14.8$ simply disappeared
during the summer months and failed to appear
as sophomores. Dean Ell's analysis of the
former group is included in Table III which
follows
:
.
CAUSES OF WITHDRAWAL OF FRESHMAN STUDENTS
DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR 1927-1928
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
Cause Number
Percent of
Total Cases
Scholastic Failure 37 51.4
Health of Student 9 12.5
Voluntary Change of Course 3 4.2
Financial Difficulty 6 8.3
Dismissal for Conduct 1 1.4
Family Reasons 8 11.1
Other Reasons 1 1.4
Unknown Causes 7 9.7
Total Cases 72 100.0
TABLE III
.
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Here again scholastic difficulty
accounts for more than half of the failures.
It should be realized of course, that any
one of the other reasons listed may have
been a contributory cause in the scholastic
failure and withdrawal of the 3? students
who were eliminated for scholarship.
Studies of eliminations are somewhat unsatis-
factory, unless it is possible to employ
clinical methods, in that clear classifications
seem to be almost impossible to obtain.
Nevertheless we do know that
eliminations on the whole are too high. It
seems possible that this mortality is due in
part at least to inadequate or faulty guidance
on the secondary level. A significant study
of the pre-admission guidance of Northeastern
freshmen was included in Dean Ell’s inves-
tigation of 1927-1928. A cony of the question-
naire used in connection with the survey is
included in the appendix of this thesis.
Sections #16, #17, #18, #19, #22, and #23 bear
particularly upon the matter now under discussion.
.*
.
.
.
The questionnaire was filled out by
551 freshmen who comnleted the first ten-week
marking period but for nurooses of statistical
analysis a group of 150 of these comprising
the 50 highest ranking students, the 50 lowest
standing students and the 50 middle ranking
students was selected. The answers given by
this key group were then carefully and com-
pletely tabulated. Only three of the most
significant compilations are here reproduced
but these will suffice to indicate the nature
of the results without burdening the reader
with onerous detail.
..
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Vocational Guidance in High School
Factors
Number and
SOHigh BOMiddle
wrjo not
Percent
50 Lot/
No. i
1 . Classes in occup.
information
i 2 3 6 5 10
2 . Vocational guidance
counselor
4 8 9 18 4 8
3. Grout) counselling by
teachers
1 2 4 8 1 2
4. Indiv. counselling
by teachers
14 28 15 30 8 16
5. Lectures by
outside persons
17 34 16 32 18 36
6
.
Prac. exo. indie,
ability
20 40 15 30 6 12
7. Advice based on
tests
2 4 4 8 2 4
8. Industrial or field
visits
15 30 14 28 12 24
TABLE V
This Table shows the total number of
students checking the factor indicated as being
of at least some importance to then as a voca-
tional guidance factor in high school.
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Why Students Choose to Come to Northeastern.
*
Number and Percent
50Hi gh 50Middle 50 Low
Factors No No. No. fc
1 . Advice of Parents 17 34 18 36 23 46
2. Advice of High
School Teachers
and Principals
13 26 13 26 16 32
3. Friends now in
N.U.
17 34 22 44 25 50
4. Athletics 2 4 5 10
5. Other student
activities
1 2 1 2 2 4
6 . Coop, plan for
earning
38 76 37 74 40 80
7. Desire for
practical work
29 58 25 50 33 66
8. N.U. appeal as
eng. work
18 36 19 38 23 46
9. Literature red'd
from N.U.
16 32 13 26 9 18
10. N.U. ads in High
School magazines
5 10 4 8 14 28
TABLE VI
This Table gives the total number and
percent of students, by groups, checking the
factor indicated as being of at least some
importance to them in forming their decision.
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Among the conclusions that seem
warranted by an examination of the data
tabulated are the following:
1. "Definite anneal of engineering
work" is a factor of first imnortance in the
decisions of a large majority of high ranking
students. It is also a factor of first
importance in the decisions of nearly half
of the middle ranking students. With the
low ranking students, on the other ha.nd,
"Advice of Parents" becomes a factor of first
imnortance with the greatest number. This
seems to be indicative of a tendency among
those students who chose engineering cur-
ricula because of a definite attraction towards
the profession to do better scholastic work
than their less interested fellows who under-
took engineering careers primarily unon the
advice of narents.
2. Although the tabulation is not
shown here, it anneared from a careful
treatment of the data that there was no sig-
nificant correlation between the time of
making a decision to study engineering and
scholastic achievement at Northeastern.
..
.
.
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3. An examination of Table V
suggests that "Individual Counselling by
Teachers"
,
"Lectures by Outside Persons",
"Practical Experience Indicating Ability",
and "Industrial or Field Visits" are the
most common means of vocational guidance
in high schools. "Classes in Occupational
Information" are few and far between.
"Professional Guidance Counselors", "Group
Counselling by Teachers" and "Advice Based
on Tests" apparently receive but little
attention.
4. Ta.ble VI indicates that the
"Co-operative Plan" is the chief attraction
to Northeastern among all three groups. Next
in importance comes the "Desire for Practical
Work". It is significant that the fifty
lowest ranking students were much more
greatly influenced by advice of parents and
friends, and by advertisements in High School
Magazines than the high and middle ranking
groups. The poorer students seem to be more
attracted by athletics than those of high
scholarship, but the number of cases is too
small to justify any significant conclusions
in this respect
f.
.
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5. An interesting general aspect
of the survey is the fact that, on the basis
of the 150 cases studied, about one quarter
of the freshmen had had no guidance whatever.
Approximately half of the remaining 75^ of the
group had had guidance in one way only.
In the light of this background as
to the guidance previously given to these
entering students we may next examine the
guidance activities of the freshman year,
since in a later chapter of this thesis
it is proposed to investigate the efficacy of
the whole program of guidance in school and
college by means of another study of the
same group of students (now seniors). As the
program of freshman eruidance at Northeastern
has been experimentally worked out and
carefully organized it may be well to outline
it in some detail.
All freshman advisory work is under
the direct supervision of a Dean of Students
who administers the program of guidance for
freshmen through a corps of advisors and a
clinical psychologist. Members of the teaching
faculty who serve as freshman advisors are given
relatively light instructional loads in order
..
:
.
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that they may have adequate time for indi-
vidual counselling with their advisees. To
each is assigned thirty or forty freshmen,
and to this group the advisor assumes what
amounts to the relationship of a friendly
uncle. Advisors keen regularly scheduled
conference hours during which they endeavor
to become adeouately acquainted with each
student's personality and circumstances.
All freshmen receive their course grades
from their advisors, a procedure which
permits the timely discussion of
scholastic problems and difficulties. The
fact that the student becomes fairly
intimately acquainted with his advisor is most
advantageous since it enables the latter to
give advice, caution, information, encourage-
ment, censure, and so forth, intelligently;
i.e., in the light of the student's background
and needs.
Years of experience have demonstrated
that this friendly semi-official relationship
between the freshmen and their advisers is of
great value in assisting mal-ad justed freshmen
to "get on their feet". It is also a valuable
kind of preventive work in that not infreouently
..
. .
.
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the contact of the advisor with his freshman
y
results in the re-d.i recti on of attention and
energy from destructive and anti-social
directions to constructive and socially
approved ones. In serious auestions relating
to scholarshio and discipline the advisor
aids invaluably the administrative officers
of the school in their efforts to take wise
and enlightened action.
All in all, it has been our
experience that while a la.rge half of the
freshmen would get on quite comfortably without
the aid of an adviser, the other half profit
greatly by his acouaintance and his aid. It
seems fair to conclude that those students
who cannot make the grade are eliminated more
quickly and more painlessly and that those who
remain do a better quality of work and offer
fewer disciplinary problems because of the
activities of the freshman advisors.
MENTAL
HYGIENIST
1
Severe cases of scholastic failure,
discipline, and problems of general social
adjustment are referred to a mental hygienist,
a full time member of the faculty, who has had
extensive clinical experience in psychology
.-
.
.
and psychiatry. Collaborating with the
numerous hospitals and clinics located
within easy reach of the University, this
mental hygiene officer utilizes the best
of the more recently discovered investi-
gational and therapeutic techniques. The
range of problem cases with which he has to
deal is crreat indeed, extending from down-
right nsychosis at the one extreme to
academic failure traceable to excessive
mental ability at the other. Occurring
more frequently, however, are cases of
inferior study techniques, noorly developed
life ouroose, unwholesome oarent-child re-
lationships, noor attitudes toward authority,
handicanning personality traits, and
debilitating emotional conflicts of various
kinds. In many instances the work of the
mental hygiene officer is chiefly that of
fact-finding, the solution of the student’s
problem resting in the hands of others in
the University. It is a matter for grati-
fication that the various administrative
officers have co-onerated so comoletely in the
reconstructive work recommended by the con-
sultant. In other cases, involving medical,
,.
.
.
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VOCATIONAL
GUIDANCE
psychiatric, or serious re-education problems,
recourse is had to facilities outside the
University.
The guidance activities so far
presented have to do with the academic and
general social relationships of the freshmen.
It is not to be inferred from this that the
vocational guidance aspect is neglected.
This phase of the guidance program is a
responsibility of the Department of Co-
operative Work
,
one of the five main depart-
ments of the Day Division. The Department
of Co-operative Work comprises seven co-
ordinators, under the supervision of a
director, who devote their entire time to
the vocational guidance of students in the
several branches of engineering end business.
The work of co-ordination is obviously of
signal importance in the development of
students on the co-ooerative plan. It has
for its social aim the guidance of students
in the co-operative solution of vocational
problems and for its individual aim the
assistance of students in Planning their own
professional careers.
-.
.
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In the course of the freshman
year, the student is interviewed periodically
by a co-ordinator who discusses various
fields of business and engineering activity
writh a view to determining that ohase of the
work toward which the student should aim.
The advantages and disadvantages of dif-
ferent jobs are considered frankly; the
requirements of one tyoe of work are
contrasted with those of another; and the
student's questions, which usually arise
by the score, are carefully answered to the
bast of the co-ordinator 1 s ability. It is
naturally true at the present stage of the
guidance movement that many such questions
cannot be adequately answered with any degree
of exactness; but in every case the best
available information is given so that the
student may at least analyze his own
oroblem in the light of the facts which are
known to affect it.
In addition to these personal
interviews with co-ordinators, a series of
informal talks by the Director of Co-operative
Work, guidance authorities from outside the
University, and heads of professional denartments
,
..
*
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is arranged for the freshman class. At these
meetings, which culminate in an open forum, the
more general phases of the vocational problem
are outlined and discussed. Such matters as
"Getting a Job", "Interviewing a Prospective
Employer", "Progressing in Business" are typical
of those which are covered. And further,
students are periodically furhished with
pamphlets especially designed to convey sig-
nificant information relative to the various
opportunities in specialized fields. A
selected vocational guidance library in the
office of the Department of Co-operative
Work, always available for student use, sup-
plements these.
The scholastic program of the
initial year in the School of Engineering is
common to students of all engineering curricula
and that of the School of Business Administration
is the same for students in all business cur-
ricula. Specialization is deferred until the
student shall have had an opportunity to make
an intelligent choice of objective. Thus in
the course of the year freshmen are brought to
a clearer understanding of the educational and
..
.
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vocational implicat ions of the courses of
study in which they have enrolled. Under
the guidance of their faculty advisors
and co-ordinators, at the end of this
first year of co-ordination, they choose
_
a curriculum and an occunat ional objective
which seems best suited to their needs.
It has previously been stated
that approximately 30£ of the entering
class is eliminated before the sophomore
year. However, it is the aim of the
University never merely to drop a man
because he does not seem to fit into the
scheme of things at northeastern, v/hile
it is desired that only those students be
retained who are equipped to profit by
the co-operative program, yet it is also
desired that those who are asked to with-
draw be assisted in finding a olan of action
better suited to their needs so that they
may not feel that they have simoly been
eliminated as failures. In view of its
selective system of admissions the
University feels a definite resoonsibi lity
for every student who matriculates.
Accordingly, when students are reouested to
..
.
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withdraw they are not perfunctorily dismissed
as incompetent; they are shown why it is in-
advisable for them to continue and given the
sincere counsel of the guidance staff concerning
other fields of occupational endeavor in which
they will be more likely to succeed.
This detailed discussion of freshman
guidance at Northeastern may lead to the
suspicion that the concern of the University
for the general well being and the total
personality of its students has led to the
surrounding of the students with too many
ready-made solutions for their problems. That
such a criticism would not be warranted, however,
seems to be indicated by a consideration of
the situation as a whole, which may be summarized
as follows: Our youths at college are emerging
from the sheltered life of the home, are at a
time in life when the intensity of their
passions and enthusiasms and the extent of their
d.esire for new experience tend to drive them
to courses of action, the meaning and consequence
of which their limited knowledge of this complex
world does not always equip them to meet ef-
fectively. It follows that while every young
..
#
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man should be given wide opportunities to
learn by his own experience, it is in his
permanent interests and in society's
permanent interest as well for him to
receive the benefit of timely counsel,
information, and guidance. The old
regime of wild oats and unregulated trial
and error learning in many of the vital
matters of life, to be sure, produced
many a robust personality but it also
produced a quantity of neuroses, inefficiency,
and human tragedy, which is incalculable.
In the refinement of our social economy, one
important advance lies in the perfection of
our techniques for the building of more
sound personalities and responsible citizens.
.
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Chapter 3
COUNSELING THE CO-OPERATIVE STUDENT
In her recent book, "Counseling
the College Student," Helen D. Bragdon
concludes "that counseling in its truest
sense means mutual deliberation, consul-
tation, and interchange of opinion. It
therefore excludes instruction under authority,
prescription, dictation, or mere diagnosis".
This definition of counseling expresses
the keynote of the guidance program for
co-operative students at Northeastern. The
aim underlying all guidance activities is
to enlighten the student, to be helpful to
him, to encourage him, but to make him
responsible for arriving at his own decisions.
Before the beginning of the
sophomore year the student is faced with the
necessity of making two important choices:
he must choose his field of concentration and
he must decide upon his first co-operative
assignment. The first of these matters has
-.
J
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already been discussed in some detail in
Chapter two; the second now oresents itself
for consideration. In accord with the
principles already considered, students are
not arbitrarily assigned to co-ooerative
lobs. Neither is it always oossible to
procure for every student exactly that
particular iob that would apparently be most
desirable for him. The School has effected
co-ooerative relationships with over three
hundred suitable companies, yet the number of
positions available in any one field, of any
one type, and at any one time is necessarily
limited. Thus it happens that the co-ordinator
discusses certain available iobs with his
advisees, outlining the nature and reouirements
of each, suggesting the character of the
experience to be had, and pointing out the
advantages, disadvantages, and relative values
of the training offered.
In the light of this information the
student chooses a job to which he would like
to be assigned. The acceptance of a co-ooerative
assignment is voluntary, since it is felt that
compulsion is both wrong from a guidance point
..
.
.
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of view and unsound from the standpoint of the
employer. At the same time it is believed that
training in getting a -job should be part of
the experience of every co-coerative student.
"In securing a .job", writes a capable employment
counsellor, "there is as much need for proper
technioue as there is in golf, or in playing
the piano." Consequently, after the student
has decided upon the available opportunity that
seems best to fit his needs, he is given a ca,rd
of introduction to the employer and sent for
personal interview. It then becomes the
student’s responsibility to impress the employer
favorably and to get himself accepted, for the
particular job in view.
In this interview with the employer
the student is further acouainted with the
requirements of the work and with the particular
rules and regulations of the company concerned.
He is still at liberty to reject the job if
any of the information developed in the inter-
view with the employer causes him to change his
mind. If he is accepted for the job, however,
the student still has a trial week in which
actually to acquaint himself with the realities
of the job before his contract to work on it
in alternation with another student for the period
..
.
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of one year becomes binding. It is considered
a vital part of the oractical training ofA
each student thoroughly to impress upon him
the value of proper analysis of obligations
about to be assumed and the importance of
fulfilling them after they have been assumed.
Therefore, every student must enter into an
agreement with the University at the time he
accepts his co-operative work assignment.
The form shown on the following page is used.
Although most co-operative assign-
ments extend over the period of one year, in
some cases training brograms are arranged with
the larger companies extending over two, three,
or four year periods. In such cases the pre-
liminary consideration of the proposed program
of co-operative work by the student is more
extensive and more detailed than is the case
for shorter assignments. Likewise, more
selective methods a.re used by the employers
in order that the chances of placing students
who are not adapted to the work may be minimized.
%') Every candidate for a training program must
meet the following reouirement s
:
*.
-
.
.
-
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
Department of Cooperative Work
Agreement
Employing Firm
I, Course
(Name of Student)
Year Division agree to work with
on the regular cooperative plan in accordance with the regulations issued by the De-
partment of Cooperative Work.
Rate of Pay
I agree to accept the wages of per
,
this amount
to be increased as my ability and other conditions may warrant.
Term of Employment
I understand that I am to work on this job until released or transferred by the
Department of Cooperative Work, the minimum extent of employment being one
year from date including the regular summer working period unless otherwise speci-
fied below. This agreement does not bind my employer to continue my services any
longer than it is practical to do so. I will not leave nor arrange with my employer to
be relieved of this job without the approval of the Department of Cooperative Work.
Credit for Degree
I realize that my work on this job is part of the requirements for a degree and
that credit will be given only in return for satisfactory service to employer and
the proper handling of the job.
Educational
Certificate
In accordance with the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, I shall
obtain the necessary working certificate before starting work on this job.
Signature Age
(Student)
Address while at work St. Tel
(City) (State)
Signature Date
(Co-ordinator)
_
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1. The student's physical condition
must be unouest ionable . Robust physique is
essential to successful achievement on the
training clans.
2. The student must read the clan
of co-operation with the particular company
concerned and discuss it thoroughly with
his co-ordinator and with his parents. Written
consent of the parents is reauired before a
student can become a candidate for a training
program.
3. The student must meet the
\
specific requirements of the company offering
the training program and must have no academic
failures.
4. The student must clearly under-
stand that he is contemplating a continuous
practical training program of several years,
with after-graduation opportunities with the
company or affiliated companies as the objec-
tive. It should be noted, however, that
the company does not promise to give after-
graduation employment to the student nor is
the student obliged to stay with the company
after graduation. Several typical training
schedules are shown herewith:
*.
.
.
*
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I. Four-Year Program of Co-ooerative Training
With Hunt-Spiller Manufacturing Corporation.
First Year
General laboratory and plant work Pyrometry
Preparation of samples Use and
care of
metallur-
gical ap-
paratus
Second Year
Complete analysis of coal, coke, limestone, sand,
iron, oil, etc.
Third Year
Keening of general metallurgical records, filing,
and making of reports.
Fourth Year
Analysis for combined, graphitic, and total
carbon with a complete knowledge of a carbon
combustion apparatus.
II. Three-Year Program of Co-operative Training
With Simplex Wire and Cable Company.
(Note: The first two years are devoted to
general plant training which is primarily the
same for Electrical, Mechanical, and Chemical
students, except that the schedules are designed
to give more extended training in the departments
most closely allied to the course of study. The
senior year is devoted entirely to the depart-
ment for which the student is studying)
First Year
Insulating Department, Braiding Department, Cable
Department
Second Year
Twisting Department, Machine Shop, Plant Con-
struction
..
.
.
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Third Year
Electrical Testing; or Drafting Room or Chemical
M Laboratory
III. Three-Year Program of Co-onerative Training
With Western Electric Company
First Year
Preanalyzation Department, Wood Work and Wood
Finish, Metal Working and Plugs, Metal Finishing
Second Year
Central Office Aoparatus
,
Sub Sets and Coin
Collector, Desk Stands and Dials, A.T. and T.
Instruments
Third Year
Cable Terminals, Switchboard Wiring, Inspection
IV. Three-Year Program of Co-operative Training
With Dennison Manufacturing Company
First Year
Carpenter Work, Electrician's Helper, Millwright
Work
Second Year
Machine Shop Stock Room, Grinding Room, Machine
Shop
Third Year
Filing Tracings, Blueprinting, Drafting Room
Records, Detailing, General Drafting
.-
.
.
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The fact that the majority of co-
operative students are not assigned to fixed
training courses does not mean that they remain
continuously on one job throughout their co-
ooerative work program. Only the larger com-
panies have facilities that permit them to
offer broad programs of sequential training
extending over a period of several years.
Therefore, students who are employed by the
smaller companies are transferred at ap-
propriate intervals, usually at the beginning
of the school year in September, so that their
training may be both progressive and varied.
The co-operative Training is as
thorough and complete as the academic work.
Students are placed with companies in which the
experience available will be worth while as a
foundation to later professional practice.
No attempt is made, however, to arrange the /
co-operative work in a particular sequence with /-
the scholastic curriculum. It is planned, rather,
to schedule the engineering practice in such a
way that the student's working experiences shall
be progressively more responsible
.
.*
.
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For students who have not found their
specific vocational objectives early in their
college course and who consecmentlv need a
maximum of exploratory opportunities the
training programs are not desirable. The
fixed training programs require continuity of
service in specified jobs over a period of
years, a requirement that is distinctly dis-
advantageous to the student who is still
feeling his way along vocationally. This is
another reason for limiting the number of
training programs.
More important than the particular
job upon which a student is engaged at any
time is the correlation of his scholastic
studies and his working experiences. Ac-
cordingly a number of means have been estab-
lished in the endeavor to effect a continuous
and thoroughgoing co-ordination of classroom
activities and co-ooerative work. The first
of these co-ordinating activities is the
Co-operative Work Report.
Every co-operative student is required
to prepare and submit a detailed report upon
some phase of his working environment three
..
.
*
.
times annually. As a rule the first report is
an analysis of the iob. Its purpose is to
encourage the student to make a systematic
and careful study of his co-operative assignment.
Certain suggestions are made to him in the
way of a job analysis outline but the treatment
of the subject and the organization of the
reoort are left to the initiative and ingenuity
of the student. On the pages following are
shown the types of ouestions that a student is
urged to think about in the preoaration of his
paper. It should be understood in this con-
nection that the mere submission of answers to
these questions does not meet the co-operative
work reoort requirement. Each report must
represent a oainstaking investigation on the
part of the student and must demonstrate his
ability to do some indeoendent thinking on the
subject
.
Later reports are written upon subjects
related to the student's co-ooerative work, such
subjects receiving the orior aporoval of the co-
ordinator. In this way the student is encouraged
to develoo his powers of observation and to
direct his energies toward worth while ends.
These reoort s are carefully read and graded by
I*
.
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Northeastern University- Day Division
JOB ANALYSIS suggestions
Our tendency on any job is to view
it as a job only and to consider as our
experience only that which we are doing with
our hands. The real value of any working
experience is the development of certain
intangible personal oualities which are
acouired through contact with our fellow-
workers and our working environment, as
well as from the actual doing of the job
assigned to us. These personal qualities
are developed by careful observation and
study of our working environment. No matter
how menial the task to be done, it has its
educational possibilities for a thinking
person.
DUTIES AND First
.
you should know the
RESPONSI-
BILITIES duties and responsibilities
of your job and perform them
well. No one is ever given
najor responsibilities to
0) shoulder, until he has dem-
onstrated his capacity to
handle minor responsibilities.
.
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Therefore, enumerate all of the
duties and resDonsibilit ies of
your job. Y/hat must a worker know
in order to handle your job? What
are the physical requirements?
W'hat are some of the things
which can be learned from this
job that will be helpful in
handling the next higher job?
a job in some other department?
EQUIPMENT Second
.
what equipment and materials
AND
MATERIALS have been entrusted to your
care? What did they cost? How
many different makes of the similar
equipment or materials are
there (not only in your own estab-
lishment but elsewhere)? Where
were they made? How and by whom?
Why are they there and for how
long? Do any obvious improvements
occur to you?
Third, what other equipment and
materials are there in your
working environment, not neces-
sarily entrusted to your care?
Analyze those as suggested above.
—
PERSONNEL
FACTORS
COSTS
ORGANIZATIONAL
3CHEt.CE
Fourth, what is the personnel
organization chart of your
department? //hat kind of
people comprise it? What are
they doing? How long have
they been doing it? Why?
How did the head of your
department get his job? What
are some of his duties and
responsibilities?
Fifth
.
what is the cost to the
employer of the work you are
doing? What elements enter into
the cost? What is the cost of
doing other units of work in
your department? What is the
system of wage payment in force
on your job? What are some of
the advantages of this system to
employer? to employee? What
other systems of Y;age payment
are there?
Sixth, what are some of the other
departments of the business?
What are their functions? What
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COMMENTS
relationshio is there
between the denartraent you
are working in and the others?
What relationships are there
between the several departments
and the chief executives of the
business?
What comments or criticisms have
you on any phases of the job?
Substantiate these with reasons.
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members of the Department of Co-operative
Work and later discussed with the student
himself. Freouently it hapoens that co-
operative students make suggestions relative
to the operation of the work uoon which they
are engaged that result in increased efficiency.
An instance of this occurred not long ago at
the warehouse of a large grocery company
which carries on a training program for
students of industrial engineering and business
adraini st rat ion
.
A co-operative student assigned to the
department in which orders were assembled for
retail distribution felt that certain improve-
ments could be made in the system then in use
for grouping and checking goods for shipment.
He talked the matter over with his foreman
who urged him to report his suggestions in
writing. When the boy did this, the foreman
discussed the items in question with him,
pointing out the reasons why the oronosed changes
would be inadvisable in the light of nrevious
experiences, but at the same time suggesting
» that the student submit further ideas if he
cared to
1 1 1
.
.
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This led the youngster to talk with
other employees about various phases of the
work with the result that the whole department
became interested in working out a more effective
layout of assembly equipment. In his next
co-operative work report the student elaborated
upon this theme and from the interview with his
co-ordinator which followed he tool; away several
new points of view. Eventually, a highly ef-
fective plan was adopted by the company, resulting
in a substantial saving of time and money in the
department involved. Although the student
alone did not work out the final solution, yet
his alertness and youthful ardor were respon-
sible for arousing the whole personnel to a
renewed interest in departmental problems.
Employers are always looking for good
ideas from their employees, and co-operative
students have shown themselves especially
fruitful in this respect. The boy who is under
the twin disciplines of study and work is ever
on the alert for new ways of doing things.
What ’ s more he learns through rubbing elbows
with his fellow workers that all the wisdom of
the world is not contained between the covers of
college textbooks; and he acnuires that most
*
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important attribute which cannot be taught
in the classroom: the ability to get along
with people in different walks of life.
A second means of co-ordinating the
theoretical and the practical aspects of the
student's program has already been mentioned
in connection with report writing; namely,
the periodic interviews with co-ordinators.
Not only does the student confer with his
co-ordinator during school periods, but also
the co-ordinator visits the student on the
job and talks with the employer. In addition
each student receives a report card at the
close of each five week period of work, which
he fills out in part and leaves with his
immediate superior on the job. The employer
then ranks the student on a rating scale and
returns the card to the Department of Co-
operative Work. The report card used by
engineering students is shown on the fol-
lowing page.
Thus the co-ordinator is in a
strategic position to act as vocational
counselor for the students under his charge.
He knows them well personally, he reads
..
.
.
-
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FRONT
>8
Northeastern University, School of Engineering
REPORT ON CO-OPERATIVE WORK
This card is to be filled out by the student, left with the em-
ployer for his remarks, and mailed by the employer to the school.
All data on this report apply only to the working period preceding the date of
this report, unless otherwise specified under "Remarks."
Name Date
Course Engineering. Division Class
Address (during work period) Street
City State._ Tel —
Employing Firm Department —
Name of your Immediate Superior
His official position
Working hours: Daily from ..A.M. to P.M. Sat. to
Times late Cause -
(Use Figures)
Times absent Cause
(Use Figures)
Rate of pay per
j ^eek Pay for fu|j per [0 <J
Remarks
Fill out other side
TO BE FILLED OUT BY EMPLOYER
The employer will please express his candid opinion of this student as a worker
in his employ. Criticisms and comments are earnestly solicited. This information
will be utilized for the guidance of the student and the improvement of the
co-operation.
Utilize form or not, as you prefer.
(Mark with cross (X) the grade you wish to indicate for each characteristic.)
Characteristic Superior Above Average Average Below Average Inferior
Application
Aptitude
Initiative
Confidence
Reliability
Accu racy
Personality
Remarks...
Signature of Firm's Representative
PLEASE MAIL EARLY
CO-OPERATIVE WORK REPORT CARD
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BACK
TO BE FILLED OUT BY STUDENT
Estimate the number of days devoted to each duty during the work period just com
pleted and insert in the adjacent column. If your duties are not listed in this classification,
insert them in the blank spaces under the proper headings.
DUTY Days DUTY Days
NOT WORKING AUTOMOBILE WORK
SURVEYING
Rodman LOCOMOTIVE WORK
Inslrumentman
Chief of Party
CAR REPAIR
DRAFTING ROOM
Blue Printing WOOD WORKING
Drafting
Tracing
Designing ELECTRIC WIRING
Estimating
ELECTRIC APPARATUS
t installation
CONSTRUCTION t Assembly
Timekeeper t Repair
* Mechanic t Testing
* Helper
* Inspector
* Foreman
Material Clerk DISTRIBUTING LINES
DESIGN TRANSMISSION
Computing
Checking
MACHINE SHOP SUB-STATION
Bench
Lathe SWITCHBOARD
Drill
Miller ELECTRICAL LAB Y
Planer
Shaper
Automatic
Assembly CHEMICAL WORK
Inspection Sampling
Laboratory Ass’t
Qualitative Anal.
FOUNDRY Quantitative Anal.
General Special Anal.
Core Making Testing
Moulding Research
Inspection
Store Room
POWER PLANT Production
Boiler Room
Engine Room
FORGING OFFICE WORK
Sales
BOILER SHOP Cost
Receiving
Shipping
SHEET METAL WORK Personnel
General
STRUCTURAL STEEL WK
TEACHING
Laboratory Ass't
-cify Trade fSpecify kind of Apparatus
CO-OPERATIVE .fORX REPORT CARD
0
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their reoorts
,
he investigates their industrial
assignments so that he understands their suc-
cesses and failures; in short, he has all the
available facts upon which to build his advice.
Problems that arise at work are talked over
with a view to developing the student's sense
of values and his personality as well as to
advancing his immediate status on the job.
Conferences are held regularly on a friendly
but business like basis, the "head to head"
talk being preferred to the time honored, but
somewhat shooworn "heart to heart" exchange
of confidence.
To further nromote an understanding
among students of those attitudes and modes
of conduct which are most conducive to
vocational success, regularly scheduled classes
in co-ordination are held during school periods.
Each section elects its own chairman and
secretary from among its members, organizes as
a student branch of the professional society
for the particular field in which the group is
interested, and carries on a study of case
problems in vocational guidance under the
auspices of a co-ordinator. In this connection
Northeastern students maintain very live and
..
.
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active branches of the American Management
Association, the Boston Society of Civil
Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, the American Chemical Society, and
the American Society of Industrial Engineers.
Each student carefully prepares a paper bearing
uoon some phase of his working environment
which he presents to his classmates for
consideration. Discussion leaders, who have
had previous opportunity to study the problem
being presented, comment upon the talk and
open uo the moot ooints for general considera-
tion. It is not infrequent to find IOCy$>
student participation in the vigorous dis-
cussions which develop over controversial
questions. The co-ordinator does not direct
the procedure; his function is rather to
remain in the background as an interested
observer, whose advice is available when it is
desired. 7/hen the faculty member does par-
ticipate it is primarily to guide discussion
into those channels which are likely to prove
most profitable or to emohasize some ooint of
particular imoortance.
.*
.
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Still another means is effective
in relating the student's program of study
to his engineering practice. During his
senior year, as pa.rt requirement for the
degree, each student prepares an original
thesis upon some subject in his professional
field. These thesis investigations are
frequently carried on at the plants of
co-ooerating companies where the
student undertakes the solution of some
problem of commercial significance
. In
connection with this thesis work students
often group themselves into seminars under
the guidance of a faculty member who leads
discussions centering around the common
problems that arise. In this way the students
are brought to realise the practical applica-
tions of the theoretical work they are doing
in the classroom. Co-operating employers, too,
have been found to be interested in assisting
the students in their employ to see the ways in
which various theories actually work out in
practice
.
Yet another phase of the program of
-.
rm
.
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co-ordination comprises a series of special
lectures given to juniors and seniors and
covering important types of engineering op-
portunities available to college graduates.
The purpose of these lectures is to help
the upperclassmen to determine upon a specific
vocational objective within their professional
fields. The addresses are given by practicing
engineers experienced in special phases of
engineering work and a.re intended to supplement
the vocational information gained by students
on the co-operative plan. Group visits to
conveniently located and appropriate industrial
plants are also arranged when such inspection
trips seem likely to be profitable to the
student s
.
In all these different ways the
student 1 s work and study are integrated into
a coherent whole. 13 »As a form of vocational
guidance the co-operative plan of education
ha.s marked advantages. In the course of his
varied experience at work, the student has an
opportunity to see and know at first hand what
is demanded of men in various positions. His
experience also enables him to know with cer-
..
.
.
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tainty what kinds of work he is going to
find congenial, what kinds are compatible
with his already fixed qualities of tem-
perament and character and finally what
kinds are likely to lead to the ultimate
position which he hopes to hold. It
provides an ooportunity at graduation for
the immediate selection of a field of
work for which the student is adapted and the
avoidance of years of expensive training in a
field in which the student may later find
himself entirely unfitted. 1 '
..
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Chapter 4
SURVEY OR CO-OPERATIVE INDUSTRIES AND
DISTRIBUTION OF CO-OPERATIVE JOBS
In order to facilitate a ready
understanding of the survey of the types
of jobs and branches of industries co-
operating ¥/ith Northeastern, it may be
well first briefly to consider the objectives
of the co-operative plan as organized at
Northeastern University. Although the
principal objective of the olan is to
co-ordinate a thorough academic training
with a substantial practical experience,
nevertheless the social, physical, and
cultural phases of college life are
adeouately provided for.
Students matriculate who have
already arrived at a tentative decision
in favor of a general vocational aim; that is,
they 'come to Northeastern University seeking
a technical education either in engineering
or in business. However, the specific field
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of engineering or business to be followed is
not finally determined upon until after one
full year of exploration and guidance, as has
been explained in & previous chanter.
Vocational adjustment and practical
experience in fields of engineering and busi-
ness are features of the program of the four
uooerclass years. Students are eligible for
this part of the program only a.fter they have
been observed and tested and after they have
demonstrated a capacity for reasonable progress
in the academic requirements of their chosen
field. They are given practical work in small
or large industrial and engineering organiza-
tions which provide certain exploratory
experiences in actual life situations. Under
the guidance and direction of sympathetic
employers and co-ordinators, they acquire
valuable practical experience and occupational
information which are all important elements
in the development of true attitudes, habits
and interests in vocational activities. In
discussing the importance of attitudes, Burnham
says, u,,, The term attitude is not synonymous
with the word habit ; but every habit has
*.
'
-
*
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its correlative attitude. Again the word
attitude is not synonymous with interest .
but a much broader term. Although every
interest has its associated attitude, on
the other hand many attitudes are not
expressed concretely in what are ordinarily
called interests, but are largely unconscious."
Herein rests the great opportunity for the
co-ordinator. He becomes familiar with the
habits, attitudes and interests of the
students in his charge and can be of
inestimable service in guiding the development
of well founded and proper attitudes toward
work as well as toward study.
The personality development of
college students has been a major topic for
discussion among personnel officers for
several years past. In the midst of campus
life, certain very important aspects of this
development are well cared for. On the other
hand, experiences of employers with college
graduates, one or two years out of college,
offer ample evidence that the graduate's
inability to adapt his personality to the
working environment is too frequently the
..
.
.
.
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direct or indirect cause of his failure to
measure uo to accented standards. The co-
operative job serves as an excellent prac-
tical laboratory for the apolication of the
principles of psychology and sociology.
While still engaged in the formal educational
nrocess, the undergraduate student rubs elbows
with the workman in the shops on everyday
working exneriences and is more amenable to
guidance and adjustment than if he had delayed
these exneriences until after graduation from
college
.
The nractical and all-important
problem of financing the educational nrogram
is met in a variety of ways in this modern
democratic world. The usual method is through
the medium of snare time employment. However,
the excessive demand made by this method unon
the student’s time is freouently detrimental
to the quality of his academic work. It is also
likely to be conducted at the expense or elimi-
nation of the social features of the college
nrogram. The co-onerative method, however,
oermits a more orderly and definite scheme of
.-
.
-
.
.
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planning, budgeting, a,nd acquiring college
expenses than does the usual method of
summer and spare-time employment. Although
spare-time employment methods become a
necessity for some Northeastern students,
such employment is provided only as an expe-
dient to relieve extreme necessity and is
not in any way encouraged.
The co-operative olan, to be
effective, must provide during the early •
years of the program an opportunity fo.r
certain students to obtain exploratory
experiences. To make this possible, North-
eastern has intentionally avoided developing
too large a percentage of the so-called
training course type of co-operative program.
Many of the smaller establishments, because
of their size, offer opportunities for a
more general type of work, which as a rule
are of a more educative nature than are similar
jobs in larger organizations. The training
course type of program, samples of which have
been outlined in a previous chapter, must of
necessity be almost entirely restricted to
.-
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the larger type of industrial organization.
Because of the very definite
distinction between the various types of
exploratory jobs and practical experiences
to be met by students of the different
curricula, the factual survey which follows
has been made giving the data for each curri-
culum independently rather than for the
student body as a whole. What is said in the
following description of one group of charts,
however, is applicable to each group and
therefore will not be duplicated. Table VII
whows the relative enrolment of students in
each curriculum. The civil engineering group
being about average in numbers enrolled
serves as a satisfactory illustration of all
of the engineering curricula.
A study of the firms employing our
civil engineering students indicates that the
fields of work can be classified under the
divisions of general engineering and surveying,
drafting room, construction engineering,
railroad engineering, municipal engineering,
..
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and state and county engineering. As shown
in Table VIII, 43 or 72$ of the 60 firms
employing civil engineering students can be
classified under the division of general
engineering and surveying firms. Of the
civil engineering students employed at co-
operative work 152 or 70$ obtain experiences
in this field of surveying and general engine-
ering. Table IX shows the actual experiences
obtainable by the students of these various
divisions under which the civil engineering
jobs are classified. To illustrate, firms
classified in the division of general engine-
ering and surveying employ students as rodmen,
chainmen, transitmen, clearing underbrush and
obstruction, cutting stakes, inspecting of
construction projects, computing, blue printing,
drafting, tracing and care of engineering
equipment, or, in other words practically all
of the experiences to be met in this type of
organization except,, of course, executive
authority. From these two tables and the
chart immediately following showing the dis-
tribution of industries employing civil engine-
ering students and the distribution of civil
.
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engineering students by industries, it is
evident that all students obtain a fairly
general apprenticeship experience in the
field of civil engineering regardless of
the specific division of work in which
they may be employed. Examination of the
several groups of tables and charts
which follow the civil engineering group will
show a similar analysis for mechanical,
electrical, chemical, industrial engineering,
and. business administration students.
'.
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CLASSIFICATION OF CIVIL EKSILEERIiro JOBS
Departments Jobs
General Surveying Rodman, chainraan, tran-
sitman, clearing, in-
specting, computing,
drafting, tracing, care
of equipment, cutting
stakes, blue printing.
Drafting Room Drafting, tracing, de-
tailing, design, blue
printing, computing,
checking.
Construction Engi
neering
Rodman, transitman, in-
spection, general helpers
,
time checking, time and
cost keeping, checking.
Railroad Engineering Rodman, chainman, draft-
ing, inspection, comput-
ing, checking.
Municipal Engineering Rodman, chainraan, transit
man, tracing, drafting,
designing, computing,
checking, blue printing,
inspection, time and cost
keeping.
State and County
Highway Engineering
Rodman, transitman, trac-
ing, detailing, drafting,
computing, checking, in-
spection, time and cost
keeping.
TABLE IX
(•


CLASSI FICATIOil OF BUSINESS aD.:. I i 'I STRaTI,
I
f J' BS
Denartments
Bookkeening and
Accounting
Merchandizing
Banking
Distribution
I.Ianufac tur ing
Jobs
Keening books, auditing,
preparing tax returns.
Stock and sales clerking,
messenger, adjustments,
personal service work,
shinning, receiving, nre-
paring sales nromotion
data, floor walking, in-
ventory, checking and
control, window disnlay,
soliciting, preparing
advertising data.
Messenger, check telling,
mail clerk, coupon cut-
ting, statistical studies,
general office work,
bookkeeping, auditing.
Sales, order checking, re-
ceiving, sorting, distri-
buting, snecial studies,
buying, shinning, inven-
tory, checking and control,
typing.
Operating, assembly, bench
work, care of eouinment
,
insnecting, receiving,
shinning, messenger, cost
keening, nroduction con-
trol, general office work,
estimating, tyning.
TABLE X
f.
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
FIRMS
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CLASSIFICATION OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING J03S
Departments Jobs
Shop Practices Operating, bench work,
assembly, shipping, in-
spection, messenger work,
pattern making, molding,
setting up.
Production
Control
Obtaining, recording and
charting of statistical
data, preparation and
operation of planning
and scheduling charts,
production follow-up,
shipping, cost and record
keeping, checking, in-
spection.
Drafting Tracing, drafting, de-
tailing, designing, blue
printing, computing,
checking.
Testing and
Construction
Engineering and
Development
Testing, data taking,
setting up apparatus, in-
spection, checking, lay-
ing out, computing,
erecting, assembling,
operating, care of instru-
ment s
.
Office Practices Clerical work, mail clerk,
messenger, preparation of
statistics, sales data
and records.
TABLE XII
-.
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CLAS 8 1 F ICATION OF CHEMICAL SifGINEERING JOBS
Departments Jobs
Development and
Research
Laboratory
Setting up and dis-
mantling apparatus,
qualitative and quant i-
tative analysis, care of
equipment, stocks and
supplies, checking, operat
ing, data taking and
record keeping.
Control
Laboratory
Practice
Sampling, oualitative and
quantitative analysis,
care of equipment, stocks
and supplies, checking,
data taking and record
keening, testing.
Shop Practices Operating, production
follow-up, sampling, in-
struction, maintenance
and repair, installations,
checking, inspection.
Testing Sampling, operating,
setting up and dismantl-
ing equipment, inspection,
data taking and record
keeping, computing.
TABLE XIV
*
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CLASSIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL rAAili, SERINS JOSS
Departments Jobs
Power, Light, and Low and high voltaee test-
Traction ing and standardizing of
eouioment
,
maintenance
,
repair and installation of
equipment
,
overhead and
underground construction,
maintenance and testing,
power house testing, in-
spection, checking, com-
puting, drafting, tracing,
stock keening, messenger
service
.
Manufac tur ing
Maintenance and
Service
Construction
Engineering
Testing and
Development
Operating, bench work, as-
sembly, stock keening,
checking, inspection,
testing, tracing?:, detail-
ing, drafting, designing.
Dismantling, repairing,
assembly, installing,
checking, inspection.
Laying out, assembly, in-
stallation, erection, in-
spection, checking,
drafting, tracing, com-
puting, general helper.
Operating, bench work, as-
sembly, checking, testing.
»
TABLE XVI
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ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
FIRMS
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CLASSIFICATION of HECHAEICAL ENGINEERING JOBS
Departments
Power House and
Manufac tur ing
Drafting Room
Maintenance and
Construction
Testing and
Development
Jobs
Care of instruments,
changing of control charts,
maintenance of enuioment
,
oiling, operating, bench
work, assembly, inspecting,
molding, pattern making,
shipping, messenger work.
Tracing, detailing, design-
ing, computing, checking.
Dismantling, repairing, in-
stalling, assembly, check-
ing, erecting, inspecting.
Experimenting, testing,
operating, machine work,
erecting, dismantling,
data taking.
table xviii
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Chanter 5
OCCUPATIONAL SURVEY OF ENGINEERING ALUMNI
The survey presented in the previous
chapter was restricted to the occupational
activities and vocational opportunities of
undergraduates only. The efficacy of the
program is adequately tested, however, only
when the student has passed out from under the
supervision of the college and has joined
that ever increasing throng of technically
trained college graduates, has been faced
with the necessity of meeting the competition
not so much of his fellow college mates as
of graduates of other colleges and of
entirely different systems of education, and
has been faced with the necessity for
meeting the standard of achievement which
is being raised higher and higher each year
by the ever increasing "competitive bidding"
of the larger corporations of the country for
the "cream" of graduating classes.
\
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The response of industry to this
test is aotly expressed in a letter from the
manager of personnel and training of one of
these large corporations as follows: "We
look with considerable favor uoon the objec-
tives and methods of Northeastern University
in preparing its students in a very practical
way for their subseouent work in industry.
"We have found Northeastern men most
readily absorbed, and a ooint of great im-
portance is that their attitude towards their
start in industry is right and they realize
that their real value can only be developed
by exoerience. This proner attitude on the
part of a young graduate is one which we con-
sider of great importance. We find it in
Northeastern men.
"
The opinions of graduates them-
selves was solicited through an occupational
survey nuestionnaire sent to the class of 1925
and mentioned more in detail in a subseouent
chapter. This particular class was chosen
because there had elansed since their r'radua-
..
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tion slightly more than five years and there
seems to "be a general feeling among emnloyers
that if college graduates do not "find themselves"
within five years after date of graduation from
college, there is little hone that they ever
will. Moreover, the authors wanted as a check
on other data obtainable through the alumni
records the personal opinions of the
graduates themselves in relation to the classi-
fication of their present occupational activi-
ties. The results of this questionnaire are
shown in Table XX. It is interesting to
observe that only 3$ of the returns indicated
any definite tendency away from occupational
activities for which the men prepared. Of
the IS who are teaching more than half are
engaged in engineering college teaching.
A more extensive and comprehensive
study of alumni occupational activities was
made by means of alumni records which are
maintained by a branch of the Department of
Co-operative Work. At least once each year
every alumnus is followed up and the record of
his occupational activities of the past year
..
-
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Questionnaire
Occupational Survey Class 1925
65 Returns or 46 of Class
Classification Order of Importance
1 2 3
#
. .
* # #
I Consulting 1 1.5 - 1
II Research 5 7.7 4 -
III Design and
Application
Engineering
30 46.2 10 1
IV Commercial 5 7.7 2 -
V Manufacturing 6 9.2 1 -
VI Construction 6 9.2 1 2
VII Patent 2 3.1 — -
VIII Teaching 8 12.3 - -
IX Miscellaneous 2 3.1 — —
TABLE XX
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brought uo to date. It is from these records
that the data which follow have been compiled.
It seemed wise to make this analysis,
as was done for undergraduates, in indenendent
groups according to the curriculum pursued
rather than to treat the alumni body as a
whole. No study was made of the business
administration alumni, however, because of
the small number of graduates of that school,
which graduated its first class in 1926. More-
over, the class of 1931 will be the first class
to graduate from the business school which had
the privilege of attending college throughout
its entire course on the co-ooerative plan.
For these reasons it was felt that a survey of
this group at this time would produce no
significant results.
In this chapter, as in the previous
one, the civil engineering group will be used to
illustrate the findings. One set of charts
indicates the distribution of the alumni by
classes in the various divisions of the par-
ticular field of engineering. For instance,
in the field of surveying and general engine-
..
.
.
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ering there are 13$ of the class of 1921, 15$
of the class of 1922, 4$ of the class of 1924
etc. up to the class of 1929 of which 27$ are
engaged in this narticular field. Then follow
similar charts showing the distribution by
classes in railroad, highway, municipal and
county, construction engineering, teaching,
structural, and miscellaneous.
The second set of charts shown by
classes the distribution of alumni according to
this same classification of the field of
engineering. By way of illustration, it will
be observed that of the class of 1923 4$
are engaged in surveying and general engineering,
16$ in railroad engineering, 21$ in highway
engineering etc. Inspection of these charts
indicates a tendency away from surveying and
general engineering and towards construction as
the number of years after graduation increases.
In more recent years the percentages of the
classes engaged in railroa.d and in highway
engineering seems to have increased. It is
natural that the recently graduated classes
should not be strongly represented in the
structural and consulting field.
..
.
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The charts of the mechanical
graduates indicate no particular trend., but
in passing it should be oointed out that in
the mechanical engineering field advancement
ordinarily comes within the division of the
field rather than from one division to
another
.
Of the electrical group there is a
definite trend toward teaching, commercial
activity, and oatent work with increasing
years after graduation and a tendency away
from manufacturing. The fields of manufac-
turing, public utilities, construction, and
communications seem to have absorbed the
majority of the recent graduates.
The one significant trend of the
chemical graduates is apoarently toward
industrial and research chemistry with in-
creasing years out of college. Of this
group, as of the mechanical, the Vast majority
are apoarently finding their opoort'unities in
the field of manufacturing where the imoortance
of chemical control and research is being con-
sidered increasingly more significant to the
welfare and oro^ress of up-to-date establishments.
..
.
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CIVIL ENGINEERING GRADUATES
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING GRADUATES
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING GRADUATES
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CHEMICAL ENGINEERING GRADUATES
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Chanter 6
THE EFFICACY OF THE PROCRAM
The efficacy of any educational
institution is ultimately measured by the
conduct and achievements of those who come
under its influence. Regardless of
buildings and endowment, aside from curricula,
and notwithstanding the educational procedures
employed, the empirical test provided by the
actual accomplishments of its graduates
constitutes the real criterion by which a
university must be judged. Accordingly it
is appropriate to inquire into the status of
Northeastern alumni: to find out what degree
of success they have attained in professional
life and to evaluate their standing as
college men and as citizens.
A recent survey of graduates of the
School of Engineering for the purpose of dis-
| covering the range and distribution of their
salaries affords certain information in this
regard. ‘This survey reported upon 458 alumni
..
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representing 48.74 of the total number of
graduates. Since the data were obtained
almost entirely from employing companies
they were not susceptible to the criticism
that more high salaries than low were
reported. It, therefore, seemed that the
survey was based upon an adeouate sampling of
the alumni body and that the results comprised
a fair index of the earning capacities of
Northeastern graduates. A graphical comparison
of these salaries with those earned by the
graduates of other standard engineering schools
and reported by the Society for the Promotion
of Engineering Education in 1925 is shown in
Figure III.
But salary data alone is not an
adequate indication of relative success in
life. Satisfaction in one’s work and happiness
in one's social and civic responsibilities
are not as easily measured but they nevertheless
represent substantial elements of success.
To what degree the Northeastern co-operative
plan has contributed towards the achievements
of its graduates in these intangible sa.tisfac-
-.
.
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tions it is obviously impossible to determine.
At the same time, indications that the plan
^ has been a helpful factor in furthering these
ends are not at all lacking.
A short time ago Dean Carl Stephens
Ell wrote to alumni of the School of Engineering,
inviting their comments on the value of their
co-operative training as preparation for life.
The response was immediate and extremely grati-
fying. Such testimony does not lend itself
readily to statistical treatment and it would
obviously be out of place to rehearse here the
many statements received. However, a few
typical quotations will serve to illustrate the
opinions of the graduates themselves as to the
advantages of their training:
Writes one: "I feel that I owe to
Northeastern more than to any other single
factor the success and happiness I now enjoy.”
And another: “Financially and edu-
cationally, I consider my co-operative training
one of the best investments I ever made.
> Still a third says: "The associations
of my co-operative undergraduate days at North-
eastern account for the most intimate and lasting
..
‘
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friendships of my life. I value them beyond
any other influence of my youth.”
But to investigate more specifically
the results of the guidance program at North-
eastern the authors prepared a questionnaire
which they administered personally to members
of the senior class in the School of Engine-
ering of Northeastern University. This
Questionnaire was aimed at determining the
relative importance of various features of the
guidance work according to student opinion,
the values of co-operative training as they
appear to those who are actually undergoing
such training, and finally the vocational
plans of the students after graduation. The
Questionnaires were distributed at class
meetings, following a careful explanation of their
scope and purpose. Plenty of time was allowed
so that the forms might be filled out carefully
and thoughtfully. The students seemed to under-
take the task cheerfully and in a spirit of sincere
co-operation. It is felt that the replies are
on the whole a fair index of student opinion. As
pi
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has already been implied, this senior class is
the same group of students (what is left of them)
studied by Dean Ell as freshmen in 1927-1928. The
charts, graphs, and correlations which follow
therefore include data acquired in 1927-1928 as
well as that obtained from the questionnaire
developed by the authors. Care has been exer-
cised in the endeavor to soecify on each table
or graph the precise nature of the material upon
which it is based.
In addition it seemed desirable to
obtain similar reactions on the guidance program
from a group of a.lumni who had been for several
years in engineering practice. Conseouently a
somewhat different and decidedly more compre-
hensive questionnaire was prepared and issued to
the class of 1925 who are now completing their
sixth year after graduation.
A number of charts showing the relation-
ships existing between the basis of choice of
engineering as a life career and various accom-
plishments in college are shown on the succeeding
pages. The first of these shows the relation
between basis of choice of engineering as a
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life career and retention in college. The
study is based upon the 150 members of the
class of 1931, comprising the 50 highest
ranking students, 50 middle ranking students,
and the 50 lowest ranking students at the
end of the first ten-week marking period of
the freshman year. An examination of the
table seems to indicate that those students
influenced primarily by the definite apoeal
of engineering work have the greatest likeli-
hood of remaining throughout the engineering
curriculum. On the other hand, it is
noticeable that of the 58 students influenced
primarily by the advice of parents, only 11
completed the engineering program. It seems
probable that many of these students were
prodded into entering an engineering curriculum
because of the desire of their parents that they
should do so. It is not possible to draw con-
clusive results from a study of this sort because
of the many contributing factors, but the
inferences just drawn seem fairly warranted.
« The next four tables show the relation-
ship between high school standing and subsequent
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scholastic achievement in the School of Engine-
ering. The first table is based upon practically
the entire senior class or a total of 159
students. As would be expected a large propor-
tion of those students who were in the first
quarter of their class in high school remain in
the first quarter of their class in college.
There are some exceptions, however, since it
appears that S students who did exceedingly well
in high school have dropped to the fourth
quarter of their class in college. It is worth
while noting that only 6 students who were in the
third quarter of their high school class were
able to survive the college curriculum and none
of these students achieved the first quarter of
his college class. Similar tables based upon the
three key groups of students afore-mentioned
are interesting to consider.
Of the 50 students who ranked highest
at the end of the first ten-week marking period
of the freshman year, 41 are members in good
standing of the senior class, 5 have withdrawn
and 4 are retarded. Slightly more than half of
the original 50 still remain in the first
Quarter, the others being distributed between
.
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the second and third quarters with none in the
^ fourth ouarter. Of the 50 middle students,
17 have withdrawn, 9 are retarded and the
remaining 24 are pretty evenly distributed, over
the entire senior class. Of the 50 students who
ranked lowest at the end of the first ten-week
marking period of the freshman year only two
have survived to be seniors, 44 of the remainder
have withdrawn and 4 are retarded. These tables
indicate that high school standing is a
substantial index of probable success in the
School of Engineering but that it is not
wholly adequate since there are a number of
students who did not do very well in high
school who seem to have found themselves in
college, and to have made good records there.
The next ta.ble indicates the relation-
ship between scholastic ability and success on
co-operative assignments . The scholastic
standing is given as being in the first, second,
third, or fourth ouarter of the class. Co-
operative work standing is represented by the
grades A, signifying excellent; B, good, above
I
average; C, satisfactory, average achievement;
D, mediocre achievement; F, unsatisfactory ach-
ievement; and FF, total failure. The co-
operative work grades are a comoosite of the
employer’s rating, the opinion of the co-
ordinator, and the grades received on co-
operative work reoorts. It is worth noting
that all but one of the A grades in co-operative
work have been given to students in the first .
and second quarters of their class. Oddly enough
the lone remaining A grade has been given to a
student whose scholastic ability is very mediocre.
On the whole it does seem that there is a
definite positive correlation between standing
in co-operative work and scholastic ability.
The D students at co-operative work are largely
in the lower levels of scholastic standing.
This table is based upon 176 members of the
senior class in the School of Engineering.
Another interesting table developed
from the questionnaire distributed to the
class of 1931 is that relative to the vocational
plans of the seniors. Twenty-eight members
of the class are planning to remain with their

co-operating companies; 134 are olanning to
get other engineering .jobs; 32 are planning
to continue their education in graduate and
professional schools; and only 6 are planning
to change their vocational objectives and to
find work in non-engineering fields. Eight
are undecided as to their final plans. The
relatively small percentage of seniors, 13.5$,
who are planning to remain with their co-
operating companies is probably attributable to
the current economic degression. In past
years it has been found that from 35$ to 55$
have been absorbed by their co-operating
companies. It is encouraging to find that 15$
of the group are planning to continue their
formal education and to discover that only
3$ feel that they do not wish to continue in
engineering work.
The opinions of seniors on the
various values of co-operative training are
shown in the next table. It is interesting to
see that the monetary advantages of co-operative
education are stressed by the greatest number
of students. Notwithstanding the demonstrated
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educational worth of the co-ooerative plan, the
student persists in considering the concomitant
financial advantages as of primary importance.
Next in imoortance appears to be the value of
the plan in helping students to acquire a sense
of social understanding or job wisdom, and
third in importance is the opportunity to
acquire certain valuable technical skills.
The seniors were also asked to
rate in importance the various factors which
go to make up the program of guidance and co-
ordination at Northeastern. The frequencies
with which each activity appeared as first,
second, third choice, and so on are shown in
Table XXIX. Eighty members of the class felt
that the Thesis work was of paramount importance.
In this connection it should be realized that
thesis work is usually undertaken at the plants
of co-operating employers and thus provides a
very definite link between theory and practice.
Engineering conference classes received the
next highest rank with special lectures and co«
operative work reports, of nearly equal signi-
ficance, in third place. Apparently the inter-
views with co-ordinators were considered by the
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students to be of relatively little value in
the guidance urogram. As a matter of fact
these interviews probably broughr very valuable,
though intangible, results. Students naturally
tend to discount the less obvious features of
their training.
Similar ouestions were asked of
members of the class of 1925 in order to
compare the opinions of present seniors with
those of men who had had an opportunity to
mature somewhat in actual practice. Alumni
opinion also stressed the importance of the
opportunity to earn a substantial share of
college expenses provided by the co-operative
plan. Assistance in making adjustments to
industrial environments, the chance to better
understand and appreciate applications of
engineering theory, and the opportunity to
learn how to get along well with other
employees were also considered of signal
importance. About a third of the alumni felt
that they had developed habits of study
under the co-operat ive plan that had persisted
since graduation. A striking feature of alumni
*
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ooinion on the relative values of various
ohases of the guidance program is the fact
that the men were almost unanimous in electing
the co-ooerative job itself as being of
primary significance. Here again interviews
with Co-ordinators of Co-operative Work were
considered to be of minimum importance. It is
worth noting, however, that these interviews
probably served as a means of tying together
the values received from all other factors
in the guidance program. The interviews thus
serve an imoortant function in integrating the
entire educational olan.
..
.
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Chapter 7
GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study we have tried to analyze
and evaluate some of the more important aspects
of the guidance program in the Day Division of
Northeastern University. The thesis comprises
a detailed description of the guidance pro-
cedures operative in the Schools of Engineering
and Business Administration together with an
investigation of the results of the system.
In appraising the effectiveness of various
phases of the guidance program consideration
has been given to student and alumni opinion
and employers' viewpoints, a.s well as to the
factual evidence obtained from occupational
surveys of co-operative students and graduates.
un the whole it seems fair to say that the
plan is functioning with substantial effec-
tiveness and that it serves with reasonable
adeouacy the purpose for which it is designed.
Among the interesting and signi-
*
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ficant results of the study are the following::
1. The student who comes to
Northeastern primarily because of the definite
anneal made to him by engineering activities
is more likely to succeed than one who comes
actuated by any of the other reasons listed
in the freshman questionnaire.
2. Achievement in high school is
a fairly reliable index of probable success
in college. Taken alone, however, it is not
ad.eouate as a prognostic device since some
students do well in college whose high
school records are inferior and vice versa.
3 . The student who ranks below the
50 percentile of his high school class has
very meagre chances of being able to handle
the work at Northeastern. There were nine
such students in the key grouo of 150 who
were studied. Only one of these survived and
he was in the lowest quarter of the senior
class
.
4. In general there is a his:h
positive correlation between scholastic
.*
.
.
.
ability and antitude for co-operative work.
Here again exceptions occur, but they are
infrequent and usually attributable to
some extenuating: circumstances.
5. It appears that the seniors
have ciuite definitely decided upon their
vocational Plans, less than four percent
being: undecided, and less than three percent
being desirous of locating in a non-
engineering field. One of the biggest ad-
vantages of co-operative training appears
to be that it enables young men to discover
early in their careers whether or not they
are adapted to the profession for which
they have undertaken to prepare. Furthermore,
the period of transition from college to work
is practically done away with for the
student is ready for industrial responsibili-
ties immediately after graduation.
6. Alumni opinion seems to be
almost unanimous in establishing the co-
operative job itself as of primary importance
as a factor in the guidance program. In other
words the jobs themselves are of such a
..
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nature as to provide a wholesome training
in the actualities of engineering and
business
.
7. The types of experience
available to undergraduates on the co-
operative plan appear to be sufficiently
varied in character and extensive in
scope; furthermore it seems that practically
every student acquires those fundamental
experiences that are are particularly
essential to his chosen Profession.
It is felt that the data
compiled with reference to the occupational
distribution of students and graduates
will be of real value in future counseling
activities of the Department of Co-operative
Work
..
.
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NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
School of Engineering
A STUDY OF FRESHMAN STUDENTS
1927-1928
All students who were admitted as freshmen are requested to fill out this questionnaire. Make sure
that you understand each question before answering it.
( 1 ) Name Harp
Last First Middle Today
(2) Curriculum Class Division.
(3) Age Sept. 15, 1927 Birthplace
Yrs. Mos. Country State City or Town
(4)
Birthplaces of parents. Check correct designation. Native means born in the continental United
States, or Canada. Foreign means born elsewhere.
Father: Native Foreign
Mother: Native Foreign .
(5)
Education of Parents
Mark F for father and M for mother in front of proper item to note highest achievement
of each.
Professional degree
College degree
Attended college
High school graduate
Attended high school
Grammar school graduate
Attended grammar school
Business School
_ . .Unclassified
(6)
Occupation and position of father
Give your father’s business connection
column.
Type of Business
Professional
Industrial
Financial
Mercantile
Insurance and real estate
Others—Please name them:
type of position by checking one entry in each
Type of Position
Owner or proprietor
Executive, administrative and
supervisory
Skilled workman
Unskilled workman
Clerical
Engineer
Teacher
Others—Please name them:
and
-•
-
,
.
V
( 2 )
m
(7) Home Community
Check the size of the community in which you spent most of your school life. If you have
lived in different communities, indicate the number of years in each.
Rural, including villages up to 500 population.
Communities of 500 to 5,000 population.
Communities of 5,000 to 25,000 population.
Communities of 25,000 to 1 00,000 population.
Communities of more than 100,000 population.
( 8 ) Location of Your Home
It is desired that you give the distance from school to your home over usually travelled route,
in miles. A reasonably accurate figure is required. Do not simply put down a haphazard guess.
Distance from Northeastern to your home in miles over route usually travelled
Do you live at home?
If not, could you live at home?
Do you live with relatives?
Give the state (or foreign country) of your home
State total amount of time required each day for traveling to and from school
( 9) Kinds of Work before Entering Northeastern
Indicate in front of the following items the approximate length of time in months which you
have spent in each type of work:
Farming
Clerical or office work
Building construction
Mechanical
Salesman
Miscellaneous. List any others in which you spent considerable time.
( 10 ) Money Earned before Entering Northeastern
How many months were you out of high school before entering Northeastern?
Did you work to earn money to come to Northeastern?
What were your total earnings before entrance?
How much money had you saved from your own earnings before admission?
( 11 ) Preparatory School
Check the kind of school in which you prepared for college.
Public high school Were you graduated?
Parochial school What is the approximate total enrollment in
Private preparatory school the school you attended?
Others. Please list them.
o ( 12 ) High School Standing
Check your scholastic standing in high school. Make as accurate an estimate as possible indi-
cating whether you were in the
—
Upper third of your class
Middle third of your class
Low third of your class
. «
*
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( 13
)
High School Scholarship and Preferences
Indicate the studies in high school which you liked and those which you disliked.
Liked Disliked
( 14 ) Interest in Student Activities in High School
Number in the order of the extent of your participation, beginning with 1 as the activity in
which you participated most. (Include all phases of the activity such as manager, editor, etc.)
Athletics
Musical Clubs
Dramatics
Student Publications
Others. Please list them.
( 15 ) Interest in Outside Activities While in High School
Number in the order of the extent of your participation, beginning with 1 as the activity in
which you participated most.
JBoy Scouts
Fraternal Orders
Church activities
Musical clubs
Athletic clubs
_____ Other activities or organizations. Please list them.
( 16
)
Basis of Choice of Engineering as a Life Career
Check the important factors which influenced your choice of life career. Indicate only im-
portant factors and number in order of importance, beginning with 1 as the most important.
Advice of parents
Advice of teachers
Advice of friends and others
Literature received from Northeastern
Work done or associations formed therein
Definite appeal of engineering work
Supposed aptitude for engineering
To be enabled to earn a good living
Belief engineering course is good preparation for many lines of work
Because co-operative plan of education gives an opportunity to obtain a college education
Advertisements
Other reasons. Please list them.
.:
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( 17 ) Interest in Engineering
(a) What first aroused your interest in Engineering?
(b) How old were you at the time?
(c) When was decision to study Engineering made?
_Before last year of high school
During last year of high school
After graduation from high school
( 18 ) Assistance from Northeastern in Choice of Life Career
I. Interviews
1. How many personal interviews previous to registration did you have with members
of the Northeastern University faculty or office staff?
2. Did the interview or interviews assist you in the choice of your life’s career?
3. How did these interviews help you? (Indicate only important factors and number in
order of importance, beginning with 1 as the most important.)
Gave me clearer idea of what engineering is
Opened an opportunity for me to gain technical training
Co-operative Plan showed me the opportunities in engineering
Aroused my interest in collegiate technical training
Showed me the need for college training
Indicated that I had the necessary qualifications for the engineering profession
State any other way the interviews helped
II. Literature
1. Did you receive any literature from Northeastern University?
2. Estimate number of pieces
3. Did any of these assist you in the choice of your life’s work? (Not in the choice of
a college)
4. State the title, closely approximate it, or describe the one or more pieces of North-
eastern literature which helped you.
5.
How did this printed matter help you? (Indicate only important factors and num-
ber in order of importance, beginning with 1 as the most important.)
Gave me clearer idea of what engineering is
Co-operative Plan opened an opportunity for me to gain technical training
Showed me the opportunities in engineering
Aroused my interest in collegiate technical training
Showed me the need for college training
Indicated that I had the necessary qualifications for the engineering profession
State any other way the literature helped —

( 5 )
( 19
)
Choice of Curriculum or Special Field of Engineering
Check the important factors which influenced your decision for choice of specialization. In-
dicate only important factors and number in order of importance, beginning with 1 as most im-
portant.
Advice of parents
Advice of teachers
Advice of other friends
Because of work done in this field by me
Because of the appeal of this field
Because of opportunity for advancement and success
Because of reputation of the department
No decided preference
Because of physical reasons:
Health
Handicaps, etc.
( 20
)
Other Callings
(a) What other callings for your life work did you seriously consider? List them:
(b) Would you now like to consider a re-choice of your life work?
( 21
)
Are Any of Your Relatives Engineers
?
Indicate by check.
Grandfather
Father
Brother
Brother-in-law
Uncle
Cousin
( 22
)
Vocational Guidance in Preparatory School
Check any and all of the following ways in which you received Vocational Guidance before
registering at Northeastern.
Classes in Occupational information
Vocational Guidance Counselor
Group counseling by teachers
Individual counseling by teachers
Lectures by outside persons
Practical experiences indicating ability
Advice based on tests
Industrial or field visits
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( 23
)
Why Did You Choose to Come to Northeastern University
?
Check the important factors which influenced your decision to come to Northeastern. Indi-
cate only important factors and number in order of importance, beginning with 1 as the most
important.
Advice of parents
Advice of high school teacher or principal
Friends now or formerly at Northeastern
Athletics
Other student activities at Northeastern
The co-operative plan enabling me to earn while in college
Desire for practical work
Appeal of Northeastern as an Engineering School
Literature received from Northeastern
Northeastern advertisement in high school magazine
Other factors or reasons. State them
( 24 ) Interest in Activities in Northeastern University
Number in the order of your interest, beginning with 1 as the most important.
Athletics
Musical Clubs
Dramatics
Fraternities
Student Publications
Northeastern Student Union
Others. Please list them.
( 25 ) Interest in Outside Activities While in Northeastern University
Number in the order of the extent of your participation, beginning with 1 as the most
important.
Boy Scouts
Fraternal orders
Church activities
Musical clubs
Athletic clubs
Other activities or organizations. Please list them.
( 26
)
Part-time Work While Attending Northeastern
Set down number of hours you worked (exclusive of school work) per week and weekly
earnings in appropriate place. If remuneration is in the nature of room rent, board, or transporta-
tion, indicate kind and amount.
Hours Irregular or Weekly Re-
Per Week Intermittent Work muneration
Hours Regular or Weekly Re-
Per Week Steady Work muneration
( 27
)
Financial or Other Assistance from Home or Relatives
Check proper items to indicate the assistance which you receive from home or relatives.
Board Partial support. Indicate amount:
Money for board More than three quarters
Room Three quarters
Money for room One half
-Clothing
-Textbooks and supplies
..Tuition money
-Entire financial support
-One quarter
.Less than one quarter
-Entirely dependent on myself for all
expenses
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NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Class of 1931 February 24, 1931
1. Name Curriculum Division
2. Please indicate, by checking the appropriate items, your after-
graduation plans insofar as you now know then:
I expect to continue with my cooperating company
I plan to get an engineering job with some other company
I plan to get a job in some non-engineering field
If so, please state nature of the work you propose to do.
I plan to continue my education by taking graduate work )
If so, please state institution and field of proposed grad-
uate study
I plan to do the following-not mentioned above
3.
Please indicate, by checking the appropriate items, what values
you feel you have derived from your cooperative training at
Northeastern University:
a. The cooperative plan has heloed me to find the types of
work to which I am adapted ( )
b. The cooperative plan has helped me to learn how to get
along well with other employees ( )
Ci The cooperative plan has helped me to earn a substantial
share of my college expenses ( )
d. The cooperative nian has helped me to acquire certain
valuable technical skills ( )
e. Other ways in which the plan has helped me are:
4.
What comment have you concerning the administration of the co-
operative plan at Northeastern? What modifications would you
suggest as being likely to improve its effectiveness?.
a.
b.
c
.
d.
e
What phases of the program of guidance and coordination have
been of most help to you? Please number 1,2,3 etc. in order of
their value to you.
a. Coop, work reports (f \1 b. Interviews with coordinator ( )
c, Eng. Conference Classes (
f >
l d. Special lectures ( )
e. Thesis (t \1 f. Visits to Industrial Plant s( )
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NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
February
CLASS OF 1925-0CCUPATI0NAL SURVEY 1931
Name Degree
(a) Did you remain immediately after graduation in the employ
of the firm by which you were employed on the co-operative
plan? Yes ( ) No ( )
(b) If not, have you been employed there at any time since
graduation? Yes ( ) No { )
(c) If you did stay, how long after graduation did you con-
tinue? years months
(d) If still there, check here. ( )
II. Please indicate, by checking the appropriate items, what
values you feel you have derived from your co-operative
training at Northeastern University;
The co-operative plan helped me:
1. to find the types of work to which I am adapted
2. to learn to adjust myself to industrial environments
3. to learn how to get along well with other employees
4. to earn a substantial share of 3'ny college expenses
5. to acquire certain valuable technical skills
6. to develop habits of study that have persisted since
graduation
7. to obtain a fairly good conception of what jobs
college men hold
8. to better understand and appreciate the application
of engineering theory
<,
9. to observe and appreciate the economic aspects of
engineering
10. Other ways in which the plan helped me are;
(
(
(
(
)
)
)
)
)
III. What phases of the program of guidance and co-ordination
helped you most? Please number 1, 2, 3, etc. in order of their
value to you.
a. Cooperative work reports (
b. Interviews with members of Co-op. Work Department (
c. Engineering Conference Classes (
d. Special lectures (
e. Thesis (
f. Co-operative job. (
)
t
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NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
February
CLASS OF 1925-0CCUPATI0NAL SURVEY 1931
Name De gree
Please classify your present job according to the following table.
•If your job can be classified under two or more su’u-headings of a
Tiajor classification, indicate the order of their importance by
figures 1, 2, 3, etc.
I. Consulting Engineer ( ) Field ( ) Office
II. Research ( ) Pure Science ( ) Development
I I I. Engineering
A. Design
( ) Drafting, detailing, computing
( j
Special Studies
( ) Supervision and direction
B. Application
( ) Reconnoitering
( ) Standardizing and Testing
( ) Engineering and construction
( ) Special studies
( ) Supervision and direction
IV. Commercial
( ) Sales ( ) Office and management
( ) Advertising and publicity
V. Manufacturing
( ) Operating and Service ( ) Testing
f ) Production Control ( ) Factory Planning
( ) Supervision
VI. Construction and Structural Engineering
( ) Design ( ) Engineering ( ) Inspection
( ) Office ( } Supervision and Direction
VII. Patent ( ) Registration of Patents ( ) Supervision
III .Miscellaneous
( ) Teaching ( ) Business
( ) Others (please specify)
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